
Video Questions
Dirt! The Movie
APES

The answers to the following questions are very complex and will require at minimum one 
paragraph each.

1. Is it possible to reconcile food sovereignty and globalization?  In other words, how can people 
retain and exercise their right to produce and control their own food resources in the face of 
international market forces?

2. In the film, mycologist Paul Stamets characterizes the human species as a virus because of 
the harmful effects our activities had on the land.  Do you accept his analogy?  Why or why 
not?

3. How can humans “listen to nature” and bring their needs and activities into alignment with 
those of nature?  Are there ways you can be more attentive to the natural world in your daily 
life? How?

4. Keeping in mind the hummingbird story told in the film, do you think doing the best you can is 
enough to preserve the health of the planet, even if millions of people do their best? What 
responsibility do governments have to help maintain a healthy planet for future generations?  
What responsibilities do business and industry have?
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